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From where I sit
About our cover:

Last summer, this cartoon appeared in
many national newspapers. Alan Huntzinger sent
it to us back then, and we held on to it hoping the
whole thing would go away ...it didn't.

With apologies to the original cartoonist,
we have altered it and rewritten the caption.
Events have changed since last summer, but the
sky-high oil prices predicted have not yet oc-
curred — perhaps to the credit of world oil
companies, perhaps despite Iraq's best (worst)
intentions.

Please read what Hal Kendall has to say:
"We are entering a very sombre period as

on January 16 at 7 p.m. Eastern time, the United
Nations coalition forces went to war with Iraq to
force Iraq to relinquish territory gained by con-
quest last August. We trust this action will be
readily resolved with minimum loss of life."

Hal Kendall

Announcing...
John Dauginas has agreed to fill the

position of Treasurer of the  USCA, filling the
post vacated by Mitch Goldflies.

Our thanks to Mitch for years of service
— and good luck to John!
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Letters
A close call - and a call for
help
Dear Editor:

I recently had a narrow escape on my
sidecar, and thought your readers might be
interested in the details.

It is my habit to usually go riding every
Sunday for several hours on the mountain
roads south of San Francisco. On this particu-
lar day, I'd come around a curve, then down a
long straight, about 60. As it had been raining,
I decided to slow down at the bottom of the
hill and take a side road. I pulled off and
slowed down to about 5 mph when passing
some people on bicycles, when my steering
suddenly went stiff.

On examination I found the lower front
mounting bracket had broken. This caused the
front of the sidecar to drop down to about one
inch from the ground. The reason for the
stiffness is that I have a steering damper
attached from the sidecar to the front fork.
When the sidecar dropped it actually bent the
steering damper, which then jammed the front
fork.

This really made me shudder, because if it
had happened just one minute earlier, I might
have gone off the curve at high speed. How-
ever, what really shook me was when I re-
moved the steering damper. The front of the
sidecar fell to the ground. In other words, only
the steering damper prevented the sidecar from
digging in and possibly throwing the rig —
and me with it— for a loop.

This raises several important questions.
Many people do fit steering dampers between
the front fork and the sidecar frame. Is this a
good idea? As you can see from the above —
there are good points and bad points to that!

Secondly — why did the lower front
mount break? Is there more stress in this area
than the other points? I have a Suzuki GS 1000
with four mounting points. If there is extra

stress on this area on a sidecar, would it be a
good idea to wrap wire, or parachute cord,
around the mounting bracket as a safety pre-
caution? I'm thinking of putting a chain be-
tween the steering head and the sidecar body,
just as a safety precaution.

What actually broke was what I consid-
ered the strongest part of the mounting system.
I used 3/4" dia. aircraft quality ball/rod joints
(also called Heim joints) on all the mounting
brackets. By 3/4" diameter I mean they take 3/
4" diameter bolts — which should be strong
enough to hold a steam engine together. The
eye of the ball joint fractured, and in fact
appeared to have been cracked internally, for
some time. The metal on the eye is actually
only about 1/4" thick, so these ball joints,
which are about 2.5" wide, aren't as strong as
they look. This particular ball joint had a
grease fitting drilled in the eye, and this is
where the crack started. Obviously — don't
buy any of these joints, which have grease
fittings.

I should mention over the last seven years
I've broken two shock absorbers, one sidecar
wheel bearing (on another sidecar) on this
same route. I also cracked the frame of the
Suzuki. At that time I had a three-point mount-
ing systen (shudder!) so had strengthening
plates welded on the frame and added a fourth
mounting point.

I don't consider myself reckless, but
perhaps mountain riding puts an undue stress
on things. I'd appreciate comments from some
of your readers.

Vaughn M. Greene,

548 Elm Ave.

San Bruno, CA 94066

Readers are invited to write to Mr. Greene
directly, but we would appreciate copies. This
is of interest to all of us. Thanks. —Ed.
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Obsessions Die Hard: Motorcycling in the Pan
American Highway's Jungle Gap by Ed
Culberson

Teakwood Press, 160 Fiesta Dr., Suite 117,
Kissimmee, FL 34743, phone 800-654-0403. $11.95
plus $2.50 S/H       Froogle: From $1.95 + S&H.
Book Review by Hal Kendall
Obsession: A persistent disturbing proccupation with

an often unreasonable idea of feeling (Webster' s 7 th
New Collegiate Dictionary, 1963

Synonyms: Craze, Delusion, Domination, Fancy,
Fascination, Fixation, Passion, Phantom, Preoc-
cupation.

Few experience an obsession like that experi-
enced by Ed Culberson. It drove him relentlessly until
he had conquered the mysterious Darien Gap, a tiny
obscure bit of hostile jungle located between North and
South America; the sole reason the Pan American
Highway may never be completed in our lifetime.

Before getting too hard on his case, almost all
major human accomplishments are the result of an
individual driven by just such an obsession. Sometimes
it results in a major medical or other breakthrough in
our collective wisdom; other times it results in lesser
knowledge, perhaps just the personal satisfaction of the
author. I leave the reader to determine the category.

The extremely well written book leads the reader
through the background, why crossing the Darien Gap
by motorcycle became an obsession, of his failures, and
his eventual success. Along the way he shows his
strength of purpose and also his human frailty. The
friends he meets along the way include our very own
world sidecar travelers, Richard and Mopsa English
who covered 90,000 miles on their Triumph
Thunderbird with a Squire sidecar attached. The travels
of the English couple are described in "Full Circle:
Around the World with a Motorcycle and Sidecar."

I can relate to his obsession to some extent as I
decided to cross the Austalian Desert by motorcycle
and sidecar back in 1953, a decade or so before they
decided to lace that continent with a paved highway. In
my case, I could count on seeing another vehicle every
other day or so; in his, no other vehicle.

The planning and execution of his journey is not
unlike the problems and tribulations that faced the early
pioneers who pushed back the frontiers of civilization
in Australia in the mid nineteenth century. They were
also driven by their own obsessions.

Ed is often found showing movies of his exploits
at BMW rallies (he used a R80 G/S BMW) and has
many exciting experiences to share. Or he may be
found instructing motorcyclists how to drive the MSF
way in Florida, or leading motorcycle groups to
Mexico or Central America or Panama.

The book is for the serious student of the accom-
plishments of man, for those who enjoy non-fictional
drama, for very serious touring motorcyclists, and for
those who just enjoy a well-written book.

Like "Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Mainte-
nance," you will learn very little to assist you in motor-
cycle driving  techniques or maintenance.

Book Review
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Those Pestiferous Alternators
By J. R. Ewing

Our alternators are vulnerable, fail unpre-
dictably, and are a difficult diagnosis. The system
does not yield to ordinary technology. Even a
thoroughly cooked alternator stator WILL show a
DC charge into the battery, not indicate an open
winding, not indicate itself to be grounded, not
indicate a significant degradation to an ohmeter,
and not give up its secrets to an AC voltmeter.
Experience: you just have to KNOW. If all
conventional testing finds no problems elsewhere
in the system, nevertheless the battery goes down
while riding, you are almost for certain looking
at a burnt out alternator stator.

They used to vibrate apart for us. Miles of
copper wire wound around a core, stators were
victims of engine vibration. Copper is especially
vulnerable to fatigue and fracture. Those were an
easy diagnosis: a test would reveal the open
winding. THEN, ah then, we began to vacuum
the air out of the coil windings and replace it
with plastics. Which bought us time.

Vibration failures ended, alternators did
well for a couple decades. Of course, we were
using the smallest alternators that we could get
by with, for AC generators gobble horsepower.
Heavy central rotors dampen acceleration and
twist off the ends of crankshafts. Electricity
production does not come easily, so small is
better.

"More, More, MORE"
Higher lighting requirements, our tastes for

additional accessories, decorative demands have
pushed the makers to provide higher output
generators for you, and we are truly in trouble.

For electricity heats a wire as it flows. This
cannot be avoided. As we wind more mileage
into the pickup coils of our alternator stators, we
wind in further resistance, resulting in more heat.
The very tactic which conquered vibration,
impregnation with plastics, has backfired. Plas-
tics are lousy conductors of heat, and those
pickup coils are cookin'.

‘tec Session
Most of our MOTORCYCLE alternators are

one-speed devices. The system generates at full
capacity all of the time, regardless of how much
we are using. This would lead to OVERcharge
and destruction of your battery, so we intercede
with a waste gate. A zener diode senses battery
voltage, opens and shunts off a part of the newly
produced electrical energy and dumps it into a
"heat sink". This heat sink is awfully simple: it
can be an air-cooled metal plate or even just the
frame of your motorcycle.

Stator failures run in bunches, and no one
knows why. Perhaps a new batch of copper wire.
Perhaps a new batch of vibration resisting plas-
tic. Nobody KNOWS.

You are accused of installing too many
accessory lights, which is a cop-out. The stator
does not care whether you use the electricity to
burn a bunch of lights, or waste it into the heat
sink. The production rate is going to be exactly
the same, one speed, wide open.

"LESS, less, . . . ."
Oil coolers have to be a help, for reduced

temperature oil bathing the stator's coils will
soak off SOME heat. On some models we pump
oil over thataway in trying to speed the cooling.

What can you do? First, see that the heat
sinks are adequately grounded and that the wired
pathways to them are uncluttered. With the aid of
a wiring diagram: trace, temporarily remove and
meticulously scrape the paint from beneath the
terminals on all ground straps. The heat sink may
be the metal sheet upon which your rectifier-
regulator is mounted. It should have a separate
ground strap, extra long, with its surplus length
first wound around a pencil to form a coil spring
midway.

The rectifier-regulator will have at least four
wires to it, one of which is a ground. From your
WIRING DIAGRAM select this ground, and
SOLDER a second circuit wire into it as close to
the regulator as possible. This second circuit
routes directly to the battery ground terminal.
These sound like stopgap, flimsy measures. It is
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our wiring harnesses that are flimsy. This is why
the factory specifies wiring and cable routing in
its sut-up procedures, for support.

Carefully trace the positive (+) RED wire
from the rectifier-regulator (which is the flow
path for all electrical production) to see if it does
show signs of heat. We see this wire so heated
that the insulation will have softened, bonding to
the wire of its neighbors. The wire is pathetically
small. Parallel it with the sturdier wire directly
from rectifier to battery, with nothing else on the
circuit, no interruptions, NO SLIP-CONNEC-
TORS.

Even liquid cooled engines benefit from oil
coolers (liquid cooling does not accomplish all
that much for the oil). LIQUID COOLING
DOES NOT REACH YOUR ALTERNATOR.
Sidecar outfits work harder, produce more heat.
Fit an oil cooler.

Personal, unofficial unsupported theory:
Does the overheated plastic insulation in those
stator coils degrade upon overheating? Does it
develop or allow electrical pathways to develop
inside the coil windings? Would those diversion-
ary paths isolate portions of the pickup coils,
effectively shortening them? Would an isolated
section still pick up currents, but unable to drain
off through the rectifier, just sit there and get
hotter? Who knows? I will listen to YOU!
From HOOSIER HACKS V 3 N 5, July 1990

‘tec Session../Mileage Contest
Round the World Mileage
Contest for Sidecarists Only

We will begin to track mileage for heavy
duty sidecarists and their rigs.

The rules are simple. A journey around the
world takes about 26,000 miles.

For simplicity the basic mileage unit is set at
25,000 miles. So a sidecarist who has covered
100,000 miles has journeyed the equivalent of
four world journeys.

Only mileage on a sidecar rig qualifies. The
owner's word is sufficient. Mileage may be on
more than a single outfit, or the bike or the
sidecar may change. A single unit will provide
more interest.

There are several that qualify for the
100,000 mile award already. These folks include
the couple from Englad who covered 90,000
miles on their Triumph/Squire on their journey
around the world, and no doubt covered more
than 10,000 before or after their epic journey.
Their travels are described in "Full Circle:
Around the World with a Motorcycle and Side-
car."

Then there is Graham Butler of England
who has covered 102,000 miles on his 1977
Honda Gold Wing/Watsonian GP. His story is
written in "Motorcycle Rider," issue 42.

Serena Powis, also of England, drove
131,000 on her 1976 Moto Guzzi Convertible/
Watsonian GP, often accompanied by her faithful
pooch. Her story is in "Motorcycle Rider," # 48.

We hope to bring you additional details of
these modern pioneers, and to include YOUR
stories as we locate those who have covered these
distances on this side of the ocean.

As we discover these hard drivers we will
provide annual updates on their progress. Please
send brief notes on your exploits to: The Sidecar-
ist, Attn: Round the World, 7354 Highway 9,
Felton, CA 95018.

We will contact you with details later.
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Ed Aide

Cooking Baby's First Meal
Before we start on editing proper, here's a

reminder — Jim Schwind, our National Chapter
Director, may be of considerable help in getting
started or keeping under weigh. Check with him
(addrress/phone inside front cover) about groups
or individuals in your area, nearby newsletters,
etc. Also — you editors out there —are you
sending Jim a copy of each newsletter? Please
do, for it makes his job easier.

As an editor at our level, consider yourself a
single parent— we are everything to our babies.
We write, do the layout, "print", and mail. Each
part is quite manageable, and therefore so is the
total. Just do each part as it comes along. Only if
we become very successful need we worry about
doing parts of several issues at once.

Our baby's diet — articles — appears to be
the major concern. First, we have to have
someting to print before we encounter the other
problems, and those problems DO have solutions
— as we'll see later. For a while, those articles
will largely be ours — we get to birth them too.

Pencil To Paper
Writing an article is an impressive task

before we do it. But we all talk, don't we? Just
mumble to yourself, and put it on paper — try to
ignore the kids' comments. None of us is afraid
to talk, especially to friends. We seldom worry
about vocabulary or grammar, those horrors from
high school English classes. Then we find a
pencil in our hands, and as in high school,
nothing comes.

You do have something to write about— the
next meeting, what happened at the last one, a
ride you took. Just about everyone has learned

subconsciously from infancy much about verbs,
nouns, subjects, etc., and we function quite well
in the real world. That's how we all communicate
every day —we know the basics and more. So
pencil it on paper!

A pencil? Or a ballpoint pen. For starting,
however, a nice erasable #2 pencil is great! Also
get one or more of those extra-large erasers that
fit on the top —remember how your school
pencils long outlasted their erasers? I recommend
#2, or any unmarked advertising pencil (free!).
Higher numbers mean harder lead, lighter lines.
Lower numbers are darker, but smudge much
more. However, try a few numbers at an art or
business store — your personal writing pressure
affects darkness — aim for easy readability. Also
keep some kind of pencil sharpener right at hand.

A piece of paper? For your own continuing
convenience, use standard size paper - 81/2" x
11". Remember that "Office" you were supposed
to set up? Make sure it has lots of writing paper.
That stuff comes in white, yellow or green; plain
or with lines. If you like lines,

you can choose light or dark, close or far
apart. Lines are neat for preliminary copies, OK
for later ones, too. Pick a distance that suits your
handwriting size—which varies considerably
between people. Keep a good supply right at
hand.

Moving The Pencil
Now, since writing is slower than thinking,

our mind gets ahead of our fingers and frequently
has to backtrack to prompt them for the next
word or for tough spelling. That's where we
develop some minor problems — words out of
order, or plain left out, punctuation bad, etc. And
that calls for some of that "editing".

Articles should come to you with double-
spaced lines — more on that later. When you
write, DO skip every other line it will come in
SO handy when you want to change something
in editing. Also leave ample margins — for two
reasons. Shorter lines make your copy easier to
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read for errors (or more JOY at doing so well!);
and the larger margins are marvelous for when
you run out of space between lines.

No, I'm not against typewriters. If you have
one, and can type sufficiently well to suit your-
self, GO! The problem is, the machines can
introduce errors of their own; and slow typing
can be discouraging. Computers? Same thing —
except computers may allow you faster correc-
tions. Yes, use machines if you can — but they
are definitely NOT necessary to be an editor —
at least not yet.

Oops - Correction Time
Now it's time to check out grammar and

spelling. By all means, do it yourself if you feel
even marginally competent in those matters.
However, for the first few times at least, have
your mate/good friend or one of the more literate
offspring read it over for you. Make certain that
person believes you are truly interested in errors,
not just using a little ploy for praise. O0000h, but
this is hard on the ol' ego!

First, many of us hate to read our own stuff
(psychologists love this one, but don't agree on
why). Second, some of the errors we generate are
our own true errors, not just little mistakes. We'll
never catch those, because we think they are
right. That's why typists shouldn't proofread their
own work.

It's a good idea for the reader to use a
plainly blue or red pencil to mark errors or make
corrections. Note: read through the whole "cor-
rected" article, THEN make major changes or do
rewriting of sentences, looking up spellings, etc.
Otherwise, you can easily find early corrections
require major later rewriting to keep the article
sense and smoothness.

Overcorrecting!
Further, I will guarantee in editing, that any

major change that appeals to you along the line
will probably lead to another major change, and
then to doing the whole thing over. This I leave

Ed Aide..
to you. Your satisfaction and style are yours.
Maybe the article DOES need scrapping and a
start-over. Those funny cartoons of a writer
surrounded by paper wads are based on reality.
Add a largish wastebasket to your "office furni-
ture". However, for now resist any effort toward
a Pulitzer after the article is done.

Important; remember your intended audi-
ence out there are folk just your type, not lawyers
or company execs.

Finally, get (or dust off) a good desk dictio-
nary, and use it if there is a slightest doubt on a
word. Also, even for you better writers, check
with an English teacher or librarian for a good
simple grammer book WITH ANSWERS to the
exercises, and get acquainted with its layout.
This book will offer reassurance you've got it
right, or help you with those weak spots.

Wow! Look at that — you've got an AR-
TICLE in your hand! And its good! But now
what? Next time, Editor.
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Advt
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Pop Dryer Ride
GWRRA’s 2nd Annual Pop
Dryer Memorial Ride brings
more than memories

Bob Dudley of Hoosier Hacks called us about
the "Pop" Dreyer Memorial Ride, then advised
organizer Bruce L. Moreton of Gold Wing Road
Riders Association of how to reach us, and Mr.
Moreton graciously sent us the following informa-
tion on the Second Annual event:

Our Chapter, Chapter F2 of the Gold Wing
Road Riders Association and Dreyer Honda/
Yamagha of Indianapolis are putting on this Poker
Run in memory of Floyd "Pop" Dreyer. "Pop"
passed away February 25, 1989, leaving quite a
legacy behind him.

"Pop" Dreyer is known throughout the United
States and has been recognized by the Smithsonian
Institute, the new AMA Museum in Ohio, and the
Indianapolis "500" Motor Speedway. "Pop" also
owned the oldest Honda dealership in the United
States, a tradition that his family still caries on. He
was known as a tough sidecar racer and "Poppa" of
the midget race cars, later shortened to just "Pop."

We are a  Gold Wing Road Riders Association
chapter, a non-profit international organization with
over 70,000 members throughout the world. The
motto of the GWRRA is "Friends for Fun, Knowl-
edge and Safety!" We are a brotherhood of people
who enjoy riding Gold Wing motorcycles.

This will be our second annual "Pop" Dreyer
Memorial Ride (Poker Run) and will take place
April 21, 1991. Everyone is welcome, no matter
what motorcycle you ride. After all, it's the ride and
the sport of motorcycling that we really enjoy. Sign-
in will be from 10 a.m. till noon, with the last rider
in by approximately 3 p.m. We will have plaques
for the first five places and also for the female
operator with the best poker hand and one for the
furthest distance ridden to the event, oldest bike
ridden in the event, plus oldest and youngest
operators. There will be door prizes, a 50/50,
vendors, pin stripers, games, food and fun for
everyone.

All proceeds from our registrations, minus
expenses, will be put into our "Pop" Dreyer Motor-
cyclist Assistance Fund, a trust set up to help bikers
and their families in case of accident, sickness, or
death in family. We think "Pop" would approve of
this, as his family does. There have been seven
people appointed to the Board of this Trust, includ-
ing AMA, Abate, GWRRA, Venture Touring
Society, Central Indiana Riders-Rider Club, Hoo-
sier Hack-USCA, Christian Motorcyclist Associa-
tion.

Please see "Coming Events" for information
about how to join in the event.
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Goodwill
On The Road Again

by Zonie Lee Renfroe
In the summer of '90 we went for a ride,

Richard and Suzi and me on the side.

Let's not forget Bubba, bless his blue fur,

Sat up on that trunk and made nary a stir.

Ten thousand and more, nineteen states and one
Province,

Through heat that would kill, twas not for the
novice.

I'll relate this journey as best I can,

All the way there and back again.

I'll leave out much detail, I'm sure you won't
care,

For that sort of thing, ya just had to be there.

He said, 'Let's start with Tennessee."

That sounded mighty fine to me.

The Retreads thought it would be good,

For us to go to Dollywood.

Twenty seven hundred strong,

From everywhere, this mighty throng.

Forty plussers, pot gutted and grey,

Where's the ice cream anyway?

We greeted old friends, met some new,

Tommy, Dusty, Bob and Sue,

Bill and Mama, Bob and Arlene,

And a hard workin' Hoosier named Marlene.

Just as the week drew to an end,

Our hearts were warmed by the sight of an old
friend

It made our day, I tell ya the truth,

To see J.W. and his wife Ruth.

Let's strike out t'ward Illinois,

By way of Kentucky and Indio boy,

These folks make a tenderloin samich that's out
of this world,

Haven't had one since I was a little girl.

(Shut up Richard, we all know that's been a long
time ago!)

There's bridges to cross, big rivers to see,

The Ohio, The Wabash, and The Mississippi.

There's long river valleys that stretch out forever,

Have you ever noticed? I've thought it quite
clever,

That when they decide to build a road,

They put it right there, with the railroad track,
where the river flowed.

From the corner of Iowa, we crossed The Mis-
souri and dropped into Nebraska.

They grow June bugs out there as big as a basket.

High walls of green on either side

It was on this day we nearly died.

Turn on the radio, Hon, get a weather report,

See what the temperature is, I'm thinkin we
ought. . .

TO STOP THIS THING !!!

Good gracious alivin dear wife ahmine,

It's a hundred and fourteen in Valentine!

No wonder I'm queasy and feelin right stupid,

I cain't even sweat now, and I need some fluid!!

So, like areal good husband facing imminent
doom,

He shut her down, and got us a room.

In this kind of heat, ya rise before dawn,

And by breakfast time, you've already been gone,

A good many hours you've ridden the dark.

Watching each shadow, afraid it might bark
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Or jump out before ya with antlers held high,

What's that in the headlight? Did I see an eye?

Press on Sweet Sue, the sun's a risin,

Way out yonder crost the horizon.

Push on Blue Sue, you beautiful steed,

There's Black Hills ahead; There's Deadwood
and Lead.

There's Rushmore and Custer and Spearfish
Canyon,

There's the Beartooth Highway for me and my
companion.

Then came that day on the Interstate,

When a loud kerbang left no room for debate.

It had a tube, so it didn't go down,

The tread had parted, we limped into town.

He's gone to lunch, back in an hour or so,

We'll just have to wait, where else can we go?

No sir, Ain't got one that size I'm afraid,

But I'll see can I get one, if ya don't mind the
wait.

Yup, they've got one, he said with a smile.

But it looks like it's gonna be awhile.

There's a boy that works there that lives here in
Big Timber

He'll bring it this evening, of course he'll remem-
ber.

Now Richard, here's what you should do.

Take my truck and your trailer and her and you

Go on out yonder and set up camp

Lay down, rest yourself, go ahead take a nap.

And I'll come and get ya long about supper time,

You can use my shop and these tools of mine,

I'll be right over here if you need something at
all,

Just don't you hesistate to call.

Well, I'm finished, it's on, we're ready to go,

Now Jerry, you tell me, just what do I owe

For your tools and the shop and the truck that
you lent?

Why Richard, you don't owe me one red cent.

If I live on forever, I'll always remember,

The kind hearted folks we met in Big Timber.

(If any of you folks out there in the cold North-
west need a snowmobile,

you go see our friend Jerry Long at Jerry's Articat
Big Timber, MT)

Let's skate up to Glacier, see what's to eyeball,

Go out around Flathead, now there's an eyefull.

I've got my heart set on "Goin to the sun,"

Through Logan Pass, to St. Mary for fun.

There's waterfalls and snowballs, there's moose
and there's deer,

There's he-goats and she-goats and your echo to
hear.

We hate to leave, but we must go forth,

Fort Langley summons, we've got to go north.

We rolled over Idaho's Bitteroot Range,

Down into Washington's desert for a change.

Omak, Okanogan, The Yakima Valley,

Fresh cherries that'll put a smile in your belly.

Up over the Cascades, such breath-taking splen-
dor,

We put it on tape to help us remember.

Canada opened her doors just north of
Bellingham.

Do you have any fruit? Absolutely not, Ma'am.

Do you have any guns? Heavens no! No we ain't!

Goodwill..
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Where ya going? For how long? Go on through
the gate.

But, Ma'am, I wanna show you my birth certifi-
cate and insurance card,

I went to a lot of trouble, I worked really hard,

Ate up all them cherries, not an apple nor pear,

My cooler is empty. Now, you look, lookie here!

Pop open this trailer. Poke through all our gear.

We just wanna make it perfectly clear,

That we mean no Canadian not on minute's
harm.

Just 'cause we talk funny, there's no need for
alarm. "Aye?"

The Big Foot Rally showed us new faces,

Friendly folks from distant places.

The Wilsons were there on the "Sharon Express,"

And they brough along their little boy "Wess."

Dave and David and "Good ol' Bern,"

And with his Sweet Chariot, Sheldon Fern.

Neil and Marge Ann, Mike and Donna,

Jerry and his gang, right here I'm gonna Take just
a minute to say "Thanks Ya'll"

For a nice little rally "Aye" we had a ball.

If you've made up your mind and decided to go

"Fer sure," there's one thing you should know,

Take citronella and lots of "BUG GO"

Cause "Sasquatch" into English translates "Mos-
quito!!!!"

Away to the border, we flew like a flash, Let's get
out of here fore we run out of gas.

We'll hit 1-5 and head straight south,

I no sooner got that out of my mouth .. .

When he said, "Let's do this, take the map, lookie
here.

Let's pick out a road and go see Mt. Rainier."

That big ol white mountain stands out from the
rest,

Cause their snow is already melted, I guess.

He stands tall and proud like a welcoming host.

We bid him farewell, and head back to the coast.

Look there, Oh my word! at those tall breaking
waves,

As we slid on past Oregon's "Sea Lion Caves."

If we push right on, we'll get there today.

How'd you like to make camp in Sunset Bay?

The National Rally? Well, what can I say?

That was the reason we went all the way

As far as land would possibly go

On this summer trek to the western coast.

Field events and day trips that went up and down

The coast and into quaint little towns.

Campfires, conversation, good clean fun,

And how bout that Rotten Red Rabbit Run?

So, thanks to Mike and Donna and all.

I sorta miss the harbor "moose call."

But I'll tall ya one thing that wasn't a hit,

I don't miss the crows or the squirrels one bit!

We hate "good byes" but, we're supposta

Get outa here and down the coasta

Spend some time with Dan and the gang,

We hear they've planned a real good thang.

First we'll turn out and visit the crater

The one with the lake, and our buddy, Ed Taylor.

Stay at his campground, spend the day,

Which reminds me, but the way,

They're gonna be coming from far and near,

Goodwill..
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The Big Foot Rally is there next year.

We've seen the blue lake, now let's be gone,

And get on over to Highway One.

Popped a spring on a rough turnout,

Need a welder, there ain't no doubt.

Take it off, go into town,

Search and look and hunt 'im down.

Of course, I'll fix that broken spring.

Heck no, you don't owe me a thing,

I'm a biker too, ya know,

Now get out of here, go on and go.

Thank ya, Jim. What can I say?

And if you're ever out our way .

Out to Mariposa town, over 49 and down.

The fairgrounds there is pretty neat,

Lots of shade from lots of trees.

Roads to ride and things to see.

We went up in Yosemite.

Jim was there from Motorvation,

So, Richard went up and asked him the question,

Why does my hack do thus and so?

To tell ya the truth, I really don't know.

Just bring it on by in a couple of days,

We'll fix it rught up, whatever it takes.

When news of this got back to Krautz,

He wouldn't hear "No."

"You're stayin at my house!"

OK, Jim and Sue, we'll be there this evening.

So let's break camp, we need to be leaving.

Now, we're toolin' down Route 99,

When a noise came out of this bike of mine.

From somewhere in Suzi there rose such a
clatter,

We stared at each other, "Now, what's the mat-
ter?!?"

Turn out to the side to make an inspection,

I've got to look closer, this'll take some detection.

Pull off the panels and covers and stuff .

"Where's it cxoming' from?" "Right there."

"Are ya sure?" "Sure nuff!"

Oh Lord, where'll I ever get one of those?

The universal joint just never goes.

Better call Jim. He'll wonder, I feel

What in the world are we doin' in Bakersfield.

The only shaft that Suzuki can get

Is somewhere between here and Japan on a jet.

We can't waste time a-waitin' on that.

Sam's warehouse in Texas has got one, I'll bet.

Jim, can ya call, have it sent to your place?

You're what? You're comin' to get us?

I'll kiss your whole face!!!!

Let me tell you about these folks so kind,

That live in the burbs, just over the 'Vine.. .

Lent us their house, van tools ... even their kid.

That and more is what Jim and Sue Krautz
did.

On down to Montrose to fix the hack,

We've lost a few days, but we're back on track.

Turn to the East, and let it be known,

We are officially on our way home.

To my surprise, I've lived to tell,

We crossed the sands of America's Hell!

Now, I know there are those who love the desert,

Goodwill..
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The hotter, the drier, they love it the better.

Well, I'm not one of those, and I think we
oughta

Surround it with walls and fill it with water!

We'll go out to Vegas and ride down "The
Strip."

Go see Hoover Dam for a little side trip.

Scoot across Arizona's northwest comer,

Let me out of this heat, before I'm a goner!

But first, there's Zion and then Bryce Canyon,

And a 108-mile trip of nothin', that we hadn't
planned on.

The Rockies are calling, with great views and
vistas,

Long mountain grades and short mountain
twisties.

Camped on the south side, near Grand Lake

To Estes and back will make a good day.

Got back to the top and who should we meet?

Brand new hackers, the'd had it a week.

Let's go inside, and find a place to sit down,

'Cause take it from me, it's comin' up a cloud.

Get us some coffee and a seat with a view.

Now, tell me, what does that look like to you?

It's August, I know, but it's so painfully plain

That's snow to sleet to hail to rain!

Let's wait awhile and see what happens,

We're awful busy "talkin' hackin.'"

After awhile, we say "good bye" and slip on
down the other side.

Back to camp, gues who's pulled in?

"We're from Kentucky," they said with a grin.

We Hey There, neighbor, How Ya' all?

We're so glad ya came to call... .

On to the East toward The Springs,

Canyons, caves, critters and things.

Rock formations, strange and odd,

In the "Garden of the Gods."

Let's take it home, we've seen it all.

We've done our best to have a ball.

One last adventure without parallel,

Was the "Kit Carson County Carousel." Kansas,
Missouri and Illinois,

Gettin' closer, Boy oh Boy!!!

Kentucky, Tennessee, the Georgia state line.

Welcome back to this home of mine.

South out of Atlanta on ol' seven five,

Put Sue in the barn, good gracious alive.

Tonight, when I finally lay down my head,

It'll be on my pillow, in my own little bed.

As I think back on the weeks just past,

It all goes through my mind in a flash.

People, places, rigs and names,

Twisties, mountains and sidecar games.

Good roads, bad roads, gravel and dirt,

Pins and trophies and rally T-shirts.

Campgrounds, cafes, canyons and crowds,

Events that would make ya holler out loud.

Cattle and pig pens that would make your
knees buckle,

Was that a skunk? Well, it ain't honeysuckle.

I recall the simple. I recall the outrageous.

I recall two boys that learned to say "bodacious."

The helmet that Rick and Roberta gave me,

Can't gigure out why to this day to save me.

I could go on, but space won't allow. It's all on
tape, so come by the house.

Goodwill..
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We'll tell ya the details, we'll give ya the scoop.

We'll fill ya right in and tell the poop

About a kinky young couple that got caught in
the shower,

And boys from Seattle that can "Pub" by the hour
(and hours and hours and hours)

Zonie Lee and Richard Renf roe, who hail from Georgia. Last summer they took all the
longest-distance awards on their round the U.S. tour, and were nominated for the position of

East-of-the-Mississippi Goodwill Ambassadors even though, with their accents, they can't say it
three times fast!

I'm gonna relax now, and take me a rest

But I have one little final request.

Next year, when the Hoosiers give it their best

I wanna see faces from way out West.

Happy Wheelin'
Zonie Lee

Goodwill..
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USCA Finances
USCA FINANCIAL REPORT

1990 was an interesting year financially for the
USCA. USCA Executive Committee financial turn-
around of the organization is about complete. Our
mission to salvage the United Sidecar Association, Inc.
continues. This program enabled the USCA to survive
for the moment.

The Executive Committee continues to improve
the organization's management. We continued strict
cost controls, limiting inventories, changes in purchas-
ing programs from vendors and the increased use of
computer systems for record keeping improved the
USCA' s manegement. We reduced our reliance on
volunteer staff and donated equipment. Burnout
problems were limited.

Most of our burned out staff has or is about to be
replaced. Our operating expenses continue to increase
as we move from a volunteer to a paid staff for key
management functions. The overall quality of "The
Sidecarist" is much improved at some increased cost.
However, our production team has streamlined their
operation and reduced costs during the year.

Our continued success is due much to the
continued support and growth of our membership. We
must continue to expand

our present membership. We must continue to
recruit new members from our motorcycle brethren.
We must also provide an organization which encour-
ages our present members to remain active and support
the organization.

A few problems did exist in 1990. We did not see
an increase in advertising revenue for "The Sidecarist."
This publication continues to be funded by member-
ship dues. We have yet to improve financing for the
Sidecar Safety Program. The future and method of
funding for the USCA National Rally continues to
remain in question. Our goal is to maintain a rally as a
yearly focal point USCA event without throwing the
organization into financial chaos each summer.

This will he my last financial report. I, like other
volunteers before me, have to step aside to allow others
with fresh ideas and energy to run and determine the
future of the USCA. I would like to thank everyone on
the organization who tolerated me.

The long term survival of motorcycling depends
on your support of motorcycle organizations. Support
the USCA!

— Mitch Goldflies
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Profile
A Hacker's History
by Phil Bickwermert, Plainfield, Indiana

Well, it all started some time in the early
summer of 1974. It hit me then that I would
really like to have a bike. A friend of mine,
Dan Stanley, let me ride his little Honda CB
350-4. This was the first motorcycle I had ever
been on in my life, and I loved it from the very
first second.

I had some other friends that had motor-
cycles at that time. They were having a good
time and told me that I should give it a try.
Well, these three guys rode Harley's. One day I
went to the farm house that they rented outside
of Mooresville, Indiana.

Now keep in mind that this was an old
seven-room house. When I walked into the
house, I couldn't believe my eyes — in three of
the four rooms downstairs, there was a torn-
down Harley. For some reason they were trying
to rebuild all three bikes. So I thought, "Do I
still want a bike?" Yes, but not a Harley.

Then, the following year, I did it. No, I
didn't get my bike. I got married instead. But, I
figured it was the first step in the right direc-
tion. My parents would never let me have a
bike while I lived at home. I never could
understand why. Maybe it was because I fell
off my bicycle as a child and knocked myself
silly. So away I went, with a new wife and a
new place to live. That was in October, 1975
(Deb keeps telling me it has been the best 15
years of my life!).

BEGINNINGS ...
The following spring, my dream came

true. My soon-to-be brother-in-law had a 1974
Honda CB 450 for sale (he needed money).
This was my first bike! We rode here and there
for a while. It didn't take me long to decide
that I wanted a bigger bike — 450's are not
built for two. So, I traded it in for a new 1977
Honda CB 750 at Dryer Honda.

I thought I was in heaven! We rode it
everywhere. I had turned it into a touring bike
with a fairing, Bates bags and trunk, and a
custom touring seat. The first trip was to
Myrtle Beach with the guys. I think the best
trip we made was to the Smokey Mountains.
But just before Myrtle Beach, my wife gave
birth to our first-born — a little boy, Chris —
in May, 1979.

... AND BIGGER ...
Then came 1982. It was love at first sight

— a new wineberry Goldwing Interstate. I just
had to have one in that color. Well, it just
happened that my little sister was dating a
salesman from Keystone Honda. I did get a
very good deal. Thanks, Sis!

After that, we joined a motorcycle club
out of Mooresville, called the Silver Wheels.
We met a real nice couple, Fred and Kathy
Hunteman and their little girl Amy. Kathy was
9 months pregnant at the time, so the next time
we saw them, they had little Lori.

We all had a great time riding with the
club and met some great people. But riding
time was a little too short, since we had kids,
and getting baby sitters was hard and expen-
sive. So, on New Year's Eve, Fred, Kathy, Amy
and Lori came riding over to our house with
their new sidecar. It was a California Friend-
ship. That was the day I decided that I had to
have one.

... AND BROADER ...
And this is how it started. Fred was the

first person I knew that had a sidecar, and he
said he would help me install one on my bike.
In January 1984, I ordered my first sidecar. I
ordered it with one child in mind. My wife
then gave me some good news (I think) —
child number 2, Kevin, was on the way!

Good thing I got my sidecar when I did. I
just wish I had gotten a bigger one. Just the
three of us rode until October 1984. This is
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when I had to rearrange the seats to accommo-
date the new little one, using Fred's hack as a
model.

We continued riding with the Silver
Wheels here and there. Once we rode in a
parade in Martinsville. We also took a week-
end trip to Nashville, Tennessee, the longest
trip taken with the club.

Then the Huntemans did it again. July
1985 produced little Molly. No way could Fred
put three little girls in one sidecar. So, Fred
decided in 1986 that it was time to get a bigger
sidecar. He shopped around for one that would
do the job, and found it — the Watsonian
Oxford, the biggest he could find. Boy, was it
BIG! It was a three seater — I mean, this thing
was HUGE, and I wasn't too sure about the
looks of it either — big and ugly.

... AND BIGGER-BROADER ...
I began looking and looking for a bigger

sidecar (the boys were outgrowing the Califor-
nia). The more I looked at different sizes,
styles and prices, the big Watsonian looked
better and better. So I decided to order one in
1987. I ordered it from Doug Bingham, but
checked with my wife first if she had any more
good news for me. Not this time. I asked Doug
about colors, and he said anything I wanted, as
long as it was black.

It finally came. You wouldn't believe the
crate this baby came in. I have never seen so
much wood, and what a bear it was to get into!
Fred and I spent the day getting it attached to
the Goldwing, and had it on the road that
evening.

There sure was a big difference between
the California and the Watsonian in handling.
The Watsonian sure would stay on the pave-
ment. This I liked. I did have to put on a
steering damper to take care of the wobble.
And it did get painted to match the bike.

Next I decided to join the USCA to see
what was going on with other sidecarists
around the country. I came across a flyer about
a sidecar event being held in Indiana, called
the Indiana-Ohio Sidecar Camp-out. It was
scheduled for Bear Creek Farms, Bryant,
Indiana, September 18-20. We decided to go
with the Huntemans and check it out. There we
met the Nelsons, TenBrooks, Hines', Valdez',
Brewers, De Vos', Baumgardners, Ed &
Marilyn Johnson, and others. We had a great
time.

...AND "BROTHERHOOD"!
In November we received a letter from

Rob Valdez, newly appointed Chapter Director
for Indiana, about a meeting for December 12,
1987 at a place called Munchies Restaurant, in
Lawrence. This meeting was to form a club in
the Indiana region, associated with US CA.
About 15 people showed up and were very
vocal. It was a great group for a first organiza-
tional meeting. And so the Hoosier Hacks was
formed. A great club of great people that are
now members. We have been having a great
time with the club.

We have attended two national rallies —
Illinois 1988, Georgia 1989. I even won a
second place trophy at the 1989 National
sidecar events. We have attended our own state
events (campouts, etc.)

The big event this year was the 10th New
England Sidecar Rally in Maine. There I won
the trophy for farthest distance traveled to the
rally. We beat out Fred and his family because
we went to Niagara Falls before we went to the
rally. We had a great time even though there
was a U-Haul truck rented for the trip home —
another story.

Well, there you have it, Folks! That's how
it all started, and how it's going.

Good sidecar riding to all.
Phil Bickwermert

Profile..
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‘tec Report
Smooth as a baby's WHAT?

Baby your bike with Baby Magic Lite baby
oil by Mennen. It contains cyclomethicone
(sounds right) and mineral oil. Rubber and vinyl
soak it up and a lovely low luster sheen remains.
It has been used with impressive results on all
vinyl, plastic, and rubber except tire tread area
and hard plexiglas shields.

Put some on an applicator and apply to
surface. Alow soak time and wipe off any excess
with a soft cloth. Beautifies paint, especially
black case paint. Dust and dirt collect less on
treated surfaces which also become easier to
clean next time.

The most surprising success was on an old
plastic mirror housing which had become brittle,
dry, flaky, and discolored from 12 years exposure
to the elements. Two treatments returned it to
near new black color and restored original "life
to the material.

Rubber and plastics evaporate some of their
composition. The oil and silicon in Baby Magic
apparently rejuvenate or replace some of what's
lost. A 10-oz. bottle sells for about $2.50.

"My, your hands are so soft and clean and
smell so nice! Are you sure you've been fooling
around with that dirty old motorcycle'?"

Which reminds me ... put the handcleaner or
baby oil on before you do the dirty stuff and the
cleanup will be a lot easier. Or you could wear
some of those ultrathin plastic gloves that are
sold at paint stores for pennies to keep your
digits dainty. They also work great under riding
gloves to block cold air, water, and bleeding dye
from the gloves.

The bottom line of this is that Baby Magic
Lite has become a staple for preserving the hides
(hydes) of me, the vehicles, and household
things.

— Jim Griner, World Motorcycles, Box 1

Princeville, IL 62559

[Ed. note: This tip comes from a new
publication (new to us, anyway) called World
Motorcycles. It's a loose organization (is that an
oxymoron?) that puts out a newsletter full of
great tips, product reviews, new inventions, new
uses for old stuff, gossip, etc. etc. They "develop,
produce, distribute, license and network products
and services for enthusiasts through distributors,
dealers, representatives, individuals, organiza-
tions, and other means." And they have a great
sense of humor. Check it out for $15 a year at the
above address. —Ed.]
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Fitting a S/C
Adjusting To Sidecaring
By Leon Agullana
AUGUST 1978

Jim Hines, my closest friend, says "I've
always wanted to ride a motorcycle, but I'll
never be able to." With a 72 inch wingspan
but a 16 inch crotch height, it did seem to
be impossible. Since his feet would not
reach the ground, over would go bike and
rider once he stopped. Rather reminiscent of
the tricycle on the Laugh-In show.

Many great suggestions were offered,
e.g.: training wheels; ski poles; your wife
can ride with you, and hold you up when
stopped; don't stop! And other great ideas.

Then I talked with a small fellow,
named Gary, at a cycle shop and he said he
rode a Honda 400F. This guy was about 4
feet tall and said Hines and I could look at
his modified cycle. We drove to Indy to
meet Gary and sized up (literally) the bike.
The Honda had a hard tail (no shocks),
reworked seat, and shortened fork tubes.

Hines mounted up on this reworked
steed but discovered he was barely tip-toe to
the ground, and was close to falling over
with a good puff of wind. This perplexed
the three of us, but upon further scientific
exam we found that although the two were
the same height, the other guy had a two-
inch longer inseam. Disappointed, but
realizing 2 inches was keeping him from
riding, Jim and I forgot the "Motorcycle for
Jim" program.

AUGUST 1984
While eating dinner and enjoying our

favorite pastime of draining brown bottles,
our conversation came back to motorcycles.
Hines said, "I've been thinking that a sidecar
would work, and I wouldn't have to touch
the ground." Six years had passed, and in
our favorite watering hole, we think of a
sidecar.

Since Hines had come up with the idea,
I figured he had done his homework on the
subject, so I asked "Do you know where one
is? - No!" "How expensive are they? - I
don't know!" "How do they attach? - I don't
know!" "Are they heavy? - I don't know!" I
asked, "What do you know?" Reply: "I know
I'll ride one when you [Leon, that is!] find
all the information, buy the car and cycle,
and put it all together!"

Then we heard from Loretta Hines, who
said "Don't buy him one, because he'll never
ride it. It'll just set around like the boat and
the camper." I told her I probably couldn't
find a used sidecar anyway, so not to get
fired up. However, when the girls made a
trip to the powder room, Hines said to hunt
a hack anyway.

The sidecarist in the sky must have
been smiling on us because the next week in
the local Trader magazine was a used side-
car, $500. After buying a dark grey sidecar
that had been attached to a Shriner's Moto
Guzzi, I call Hines and told him to come out
and look at his new sidecar. We propped it
up in my garage and settled back to look at
our new purchase - now if we only had a
motorcycle!

[ED. - Rumor has it that at first Jim
would go out and sit in the propped-up hack
and get a wide grin and far-away look in his
eyes. After a while Leon would remind him
AGAIN that he wasn't really going any-
where until he hooked it to a motorcycle.
That reality finally did sink in.]

Hines tried my 78 BMW 100/7 - result:
seat too wide and foot controls too far away
from that seat. Conclusion: fairly thin seat
and move it closer to the shift lever and
brake. Hines also wanted a cycle in the 500
- 600cc range. I told him to get a larger one,
but the Hines stubbornness prevailed -
besides, it was his money. After looking at
some 11 motorcycles, I found a 1976 500cc
Honda Four in Anderson.
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Hines and I went to try it on for size —
Walla! It or he fit!

I rode the cycle to my house and then
sized up mounting the sidecar. The only info
I had was two articles out of cycle maga-
zines. Through much trial and error amid
Hines' impatience, the rig was at last con-
nected.

[ED. - Rumor again - in the early down-
the-road-a-bit trials, some loose adjustments
slipped the bike left, metal-to-the-ground,
Jim also leaning 45 degrees and screaming
for Leon, who's in the garage watching the
last few seconds of an "important" basket-
ball game, waving Jim to quiet down so he
can hear.]

Saturday afternoon - The Maiden Voy-
age! Hines came out to my place, with wife
and son Jim to try his new rig. One item we
forgot to this point was that Hines had never
ridden a motorcycle. After an expert course
on foot brake (rear), hand brake (front),
gears (1-downneutral-4-up), clutch (left
hand), we were ready to roll.

Hines got on, Loretta got in, and young
Jim got on. Hines found 1st gear, started
down the drive, and HERE WE GO! We
made it to the first corner on the road when
Loretta, observing this new beast next to her
[the bike, not Jim!], asked if all the bolts
were supposed to be tight.

Back to the garage. The mechanic (me)
had only forgotten to tighten two of the four
bolts. The bolts tight, now we go. The
second trip set our new record - we were
now at the second crossroads. I crossed the
intersection and was moving on. I looked in
the mirrors, and there was Hines, still at the
corner. I turned around, and Hines was
standing up on the bike looking like a left
footed tap dancer on the gear shift. I asked
"What's wrong?", and Hines grated "It must
be broke, it won't go into 1st or even 2nd
gear."

After setting on the road going through
the sequence of shifting, it became apparent
that the new driver thought one push down
on the lever moved from 5th to 1st gear.
Hines' eyes wildly shifting: "You mean — I
have to go through each gear down?" An-
swer: "YES." Reply: You didn't tell me
THAT!" I hadn't.

Back on the bike, I took off, again
looking in the mirrors. Again, Hines was
stuck at the corner. I go back, and hear now
that the *%# thing won't start. Loretta out,
Hines off, Jim off, Leon on. Sure enough —
it won't start — dead battery. I put it in
second, run, pop the clutch, and she starts!
Everybody back in/on and we are ready.
Time/Distance: 1 hr 40 min, 2.3 miles.

My instructions were "Don't let it die,
remember how to downshift, and I forgot to
tell you the turn signal lever's on the left." I
don't know how he made it through the first
day, but MAKE IT HE DID! Mentally and
physically exhausted, Hines stated he never
had so much to remember and was as ner-
vous as he'd ever been, but HE LOVED IT!

He never quit riding, and soon knew the
sidecar better than I.

Two years later all I heard was "I need a
bigger cycle." My reply of course was "I
told you so." We found a 900 Honda Custom
which he now has, with a "redid" sidecar.
The 900 and the Hines have toured to South
Florida, and to Mississippi, and are planning
more trips in the future.

Mo and I have travelled hundreds of
miles in front of, behind, and alongside Jim
and Loretta, and I don't know of a better and
more safety conscious pilot to ride with.
Hines is truly a devoted sidecar owner and
operator in spite of my guidance and assis-
tance. May he have many more miles in the
future.

From HOOSIER HACKS V 2 N 9, 1989

Fitting a S/C..
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Steib
On the Expensive Side
Buyer's guide to Steib sidecars and their
restoration by Andrew Kemp
First printed in Classic Bike, July 1985. Reprinted by
permission. - Back issues of US and British magazines
(including Classic Bike) are available from: Mr. Jim
Hosking, Hoskings Cycle Works, RFD 1, Box 136, Accord,
New York 12404; or call (914)626-4231 for details.

Steib's reputation as builders of the world's
finest sports sidecars is fully justified, but in
some ways it is surprising. For one thing, their
good name is almost entirely derived from a tiny
part of their output - and for another, it is rather
unfortunate that many English speakers can't
pronounce it! Once and for all, it isn't Steib or
Steib, but rhymes with `imbibe'.

To most enthusiasts, the German Steib name
is synonymous with the Zeppelin-shaped S501
sports model, its handsome body formed from
eight double-curvature panels trimmed with
curved aluminium strips and a round alloy badge

at the nose. One of its distinctive features is the
large, flaring mudguard, which somehow man-
ages to complement whatever machine the
sidecar is fitted to.

But although it was the most sporting Steib
sidecar and the most commonly seen outside its
homeland, the S501 was only one of many
models the firm produced. It wasn't even the top
of their range — a position which went to the
touring TR500. Together with expensive sidecars
like these, often associated with high-priced
German marquees the BMW and Zundapp, Steib
also built a large number of models for the most
humble utility machines.

The marque's home was in Nurnberg, West
Germany, where in 1927 Josef Steib's coach-
work and agricultural machinery factory won a
contract to produce sidecars for leading motor-
cycle manufacturers — Ardie. So successful was
this venture that Steib launched their own sidecar
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program, and by the 1930s, had become a lead-
ing manufacturer. They and their competitors
Stoye (a boat-building firm based in Leipzig)
shared over three-quarters of the German market
- although at this time BMW were supplied by
Royal; Ardie and Zundapp by Stoye, while
Steib's principal customer was NSU.

As war loomed, all German sidecar produc-
tion switched to standardized military outfits
powered by the BMW R75 and Zundapp KS750.
When peace was restored, most German motor-
cycle manufacturers were restricted to the pro-
duction of sub-250cc machines such as the
BMW R25, and in a transport-hungry countries
even machines of 125cc became hitched to a
sidecar. Steib was now the leading manufacturer
in West Germany (their old rivals Stoye were
now in the DDR) and their LS200 model became
a popular choice for lightweight machines,
helping to rebuild the company's fortunes.

With the lifting of capacity restrictions in
the early '50s, Steib's touring TR500 was often
matched to the market-leading Zundapp KS601
and BMW R67, and both firms offered it as an
optional extra. The body was finished to match
the motorcycle, and a customer could even order
a new BMW combination with three inter-
changeable wheels and a spare on the boot-lid.

By the mid-1950s certain features were
common to most of Steib's range. The chassis
carried a stub axle on a short leading-arm sus-
pension (earlier models were rigid, although a
swing axle was available as an extra). Wheels
featured knock-off nuts in alloy, and the all-
enveloping Steib mudguard adopted to replace
the conventional D-shaped design used in the
'30s and '40s posed no obstacle to easy wheel
removal, being designed to tip up from the rear.

A tapered tube passed through the guard to
form a pivot point about the frame, where it was
held by what could be the largest Allen bolt in
motorcycling. At the front, it was held down by
an alloy block locating in a socket in the frame
with a captive bolt. On all but the TR500, the
factory topped off the flamboyant pressings with

Steib..
an alloy casting of almost Art Deco stylistic
quality, this combining a grab handle with front
and rear lights.

Opinions vary about the value of sidecar
wheel brakes. If they were all as efficient as
Steib's perhaps they would have gained greater
acceptance. Steib brakes were hydraulic, and the
sidecar wheel was fitted with a 160mm full-
width alloy drum (un-braked wheels used a
simple steel 'cotton reel' hub). Inside was a
single-leading-shoe brake made by ATE —
although for a time the parts carried a Lockheed
legend, which can (wrongly) lead restorers to
suspect a bodge using UK-manufactured compo-
nents.

The cleverest part of the system was at the
motorcycle end. Here, with elegant simplicity,
the sidecar stopper was operated in unison with
the bike's rear brake by incorporating the master
cylinder in the brake rod. Applying the pedal
pressurized the system, putting on the sidecar
brake at the right time and in proportion to the
total braking force.

Unfortunately, many of these parts are now
virtually unobtainable — not even ATE having
any components left. Slave cylinders, brake
shoes and springs are possible to improvise (and
complete replicas are available), but the unique
rear brake rod/master cylinder is not.

Price as much as anything else accounts for
the relative rarity of Steibs in Britain. At a time
when a BMW cost nearly as much as two British
vertical

twins of similar capacity, a fully-equipped
TR500 to go with it cost around the same as yet
another British middleweight. Steibs were also
available on their own, but only the well-heeled
enthusiast could afford to hitch his Vincent, BSA
or Triumph to an S501 (11135 in 1958) to pro-
duce a personal ultimate outfit. This may account
for the relatively large numbers of the slightly
cheaper S350 in the UK.

By the time the German industry really got
into its export stride, the postwar British sales
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boom had already peaked and the days of the
outfit as family transport were all but over. (Not
that a Steib single-seater was ever the best choice
for the man with a wife and children; contempo-
rary adverts always showed a fun-loving young
girl as the passenger.) You could have bought a
reasonable car for a lot less than a BMW and
Steib — and by the early 60s a car offered sig-
nificant advantages over even the ultimate
sidecar.

More significantly, this pattern was being
repeated in Germany, where cheaper cars and
restrictive legislation were forcing the motor-
cycle — and hence the sidecar — into the realms
of a specialist leisure vehicle. By the late 1960s,
most of the German motorcycle factories had
foundered and even BMW's new 75 models used
a completely redesigned frame which was no
longer recommended for sidecar fitment. Steib
sidecars began to fade into history.

For the modern owner, any Steib is some-
thing to cherish, and in good condition is becom-
ing a valuable asset. They were built to last, but
if extensive renovation is needed it could prove a
major undertaking, particularly as sidecar re-
builds call on skills (and materials) not com-
monly needed in motorcycle restoration. How-
ever, body welding, seating and hood/cover
repairs are well within the capabilities of many
commercial car restorers as well as sidecar
specialists.

When neglected, the steel bodies can rust
badly — professional sidecar restorers
Charnwood Classic Restorations claim all but
one they have seen has needed a replacement
floor. On most models, this means welding in
new metal. Contrary to appearances, on the 5500
and 501 the alloy strips don't hold the steel
panels together: they are spot-welded and the
trim bolted on. An exception is the S350, where
the panels are 'crimped' by the turned-over edges
of the trim strips, which can make repairs tricky.

Steibs have very solid chassis, but accident
damage is not uncommon. On all the S models
the wrap-around frame is clad with alloy which

is often scuffed and torn. Some owners have
TIG-welded new metal in place, but a recognized
dodge is to cut out the damage and bond in
patches with Araldite, then file and polish to hide
the join.

If new parts are needed, UK sources can
offer most parts for the S350/500/501 and
TR500, with some spares for rarer models. There
is even a prospect of a complete replica. The only
spares likely to prove really difficult are braked
wheels and master cylinders. Fittings are avail-
able to match almost any motorcycle but must be
ordered carefully, especially if you are making up
an unusual pairing.

German sources may also prove useful,
although language can prove a difficulty if your
requirements are complicated. Don't expect
miracles, either; many of their parts are as likely
to be pattern replacements as those from UK
sources. A number of replica sidecars are also
available in Germany, but normally for right-
hand fitting only.

Prices? Expect to pay $1000 for an example
in good condition. A Steib in need of restoration
may be much cheaper, but spares can prove
expensive.

For the modern owner, any Steib is something
to cherish, and in good condition is becoming
a valuable asset. They were built to last, but it
extensive renovation is needed it could prove a

major undertaking, particularly as sidecar
rebuilds call on skills (and materials) not

commonly needed in motorcycle restoration.

Steib..
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Steib..
Model Guide

Most surviving Steibs date from the '50s
and '60s, when the company offered a wide
range. In the UK only the S500/501, S350 and
TR500 were widely available, although examples
of other models exist.

S500/S501
These sports models were for motorcycles

of 500cc and upwards. The chassis is a loop of
steel tubing covered with sheet alloy, attached to
the motorcycle by a pair of ball-and-claw joints
at the bottom plus two clevis-type stays. The
wheel is suspended on a rubber-intorsion unit
and a thrust spring, while the body is indepen-
dently sprung within the chassis loop. The main
difference between the models is that the 500
body is sprung on horizontal coil springs, while
the 501 has near-vertical shock absorber units at
the rear. Confusingly, the body identification
plate on both commonly reads S500.

TR500
A touring model for motorcycles of 500cc

and over - also offered by BMW as a badged
accessory called the "Spezial" sidecar. Zundapp
had a similar arrangement for the KS 601 "Green
Elephant". It was by far the most expensive
sidecar in the range, costing a third as much as
the S501 (and over twice as much as the cheapest
model in 1955.

Features included a lockable boot with a
spare wheel on the lid, a wrap-around screen and
full-enclosure hood. The body was sprung
independently of the chassis for a supremely
comfortable ride; at the nose it pivoted in rubber
blocks, while the rear was fully suspended.

Early models used quarter-elliptic leaf
springs but heavy duty rubber band suspension
was adopted later.

A real rarity was a twin-seater version, the
TR502, with enclosed bubble canopy.
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Steib..
S350

For motorcycles of 350-500cc: although similar in
style to the S500/501 it used a completely different body
construction based on flat, rather than curved, panels.
Access to the boot was by lifting the lockable seat.

S250
A sports model for motorcycles from 200-600cc.

The body was of sheet steel formed in two halves and
joined with an alloy strip. It was suspended within the
tubular loop chassis from elastic bands.

LS200
The sports model was for motorcycles up to 250cc.

Attachment to the machine was by three ball and claw
joints, and the sheet steel body was independently sprung.

The Roller 1 and Roller 2
(RS1 and RS2 in UK catalogs)

These were for scooters and used the LS200 body.
The RS1 had a small wheel to suit scooters with 8-12in
wheels and a slim-line mudguard to match. The RS2 had
the conventional Steib mudguard with a 13in pressed
wheel to match large-wheeled scooters such as the
Zundapp Bella and Maicoletta.

LT200 (a commercial body or side-
box)

The LS200 was for motorcycles of 350cc and over
and used a standard chassis fitted with a lockable box.
Both the scooter chassis were also available with identical
boxes as the Roller T1 and T2. Most models were avail-
able in left-handed form for the UK market.

Useful Addresses
C harnwood Classic Restorations, 107 Central Road,

Hugglescote , C oalville , Leics. (0530)32357 - Special-
ist sidecar restoration service. A range of spares and
complete sidecars are for sale on occasion.

Useful Addresses, Cont.
Mottorad Stemmler, Garschager Heide 29, 5630

Remscheid, 11 Littringhausen, W. Germany
(021) 9153067 - Spare parts for most models are
available, plus replica sidecars. Also suppliers of
parts for German motorcycles.

Rennsport Sidecars, 22 Damien Court, Damien
Street, London El 2HL (01) 790-8509 - Glass
fibre replica mudguards always in stock. Limited
supply of other spares.

J. Reynard, 5 Ethel Street, Beechcliffe, Keighly, W.
Yorks. BD20 6AN (0535) 609355 - A wide
range of replica and original parts for most
models including body and chassis parts, hoods,
screens, and tonneau covers. Copies of original
sales literature available. Complete sidecars are
available for sale on occasion and there are plans
to produce replicas.
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Chapters
Chapter Corner
Northwest

This note is to inform the world that the
1991 BIGFOOT SIDECAR RALLY will be held
at Crater Lake Campground, Highway 62, Fort
Klamath, Oregon on August 2, 3 and 4.

Not to be outdone by Jerry Kotanko we are
searching for larger mosquitos but rumor has it
that we will find them all detained in Canada and
not available for import.

Further information on the rally will be
submitted soon and we appreciate any publicity
you can give us.

Interested persons may contact Ed Taylor,
Crater Lake Campground, P.O. Box 485, Ft.
Klamath, OR 97626 or (503) 381-2275.

Southeast
Folks in Georgia are envying the people in

Florida — seems there's snow on the ground and
all those sissies are driving four wheels to chap-
ter meetings.

They've plotted lots of events for warmer
weather, though — a meeting in February, a ride
to Florida March 4-11 to join in the 50th Anni-
versary of Bike Week in Daytona Beach;

a ride April 20 to Tugaloo State Park; a ride
May 11 to participate in the annual Spring
Festival Parade in Ball Ground, Georgia; their
big regional rally May 23-26 (see ad elsewhere in
this issue); the Johnny Beckman Ride for Kids in
Atlanta on June 2; a ride to Blue Ridge Motor-
cycle Campground in North Carolina June 8-9,
and a run to Lake Eufaula State Park in Alabama
August 17.

Now, ya'all, those are the pretty sure for
definite dates — they've planned more for later!
If you're interested in details, contact Richard
Renfroe (404) 957-9167 or Larry Lehr (404)
928-2111 for further information.
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Future/Deadlines
Coming in the next Sidecarist

More “Ed Aide”
Technical tips from J.R. Ewing
And more from you!

Deadline: March 12, 1991
Be there or be square

Deadlines for Editorial Copy
Please note the following deadlines.

Issue Date Deadline

4/16-5/30/91 3/12/91

6/1-7/15/91 4/25/91

7/16-8/30/91 6/10/91

9/1-10/15/91 7/25/91

10/16-11/30/91 9/5/91

Who to write
Written contributions such as letters, fea-

tures and articles relating to motorcycles with
sidecars are encouraged, along with art work. No
payment is made for unsolicited articles. Please
be sure that The Sidecarist has reproduction
rights. Neither the Editors nor the USCA accept
responsibility for material submitted. Material
may be edited for clarity and space.

Contributors may submit articles in hand-
written, typewritten or computer format. If using
Macintosh, please save as text only (ASCII). If
using IBM/PC, save as text only (ASCII) on
5.25" or 3.5" discs. Hard copy is appreciated
with all discs. Modem and FAX available.

Write The Sidecarist, 7354 Highway 9,
Felton, CA 95018 or call (408) 335-7994.
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Advt

MOTO GUZZI NATIONAL OWNERS CLUB
MONTHLY NEWS LETTER OF TIPS,
STORIES RALLIES ETC. NATIONWIDE.
$18.00 for couple membership OR $19.00
FOR SINGLE MEMBERSHIP. CONTACT:
MGNOC, R.R.#1, Box 136, Ellsworth, KS
67439. (913)472-4988.
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards

Rates per year are
$30.00 for USCA members
(include member #) and $50.00
for non-members for 8 issues.
Send in US funds to Marge Ann
Wimpee, 390 Hallson Lane,
Ben Lomond, CA 95005.
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Coming Events
Send your  calendar items to The Sidecarist, 390 Hallson lane.,
Ben Lomond, CA 95005 or call (408) 336-2476.
Coming Events

April 21 - Indiana Second Annual "Pop" Dreyer Memorial Poker Run, Dreyer Honda, 4152 W.
Washington, Indianapolis, IN, April 21, 1991. Sign in is 10 a.m. to noon. Benefit ride (see story on
previous page). $7 each or $10 riding double. Prizes, pins, and a good cause. Pre-registration by
April 15, 1991, contact Bruce Moreton (317) 299-5022 or write Chapter F2 GWRRA, P>0> Box
24725, Speedway, IN 46224.

 May 17-19, Iowa Second Annual Iowa Biker Campout, May 17-19, KOA Campground, West Lib-
erty, IA (off 1-80, Exit 259). Sponsored by Iowa Sidecarists — 2, 3, or 4 wheels welcome for the
fun. Restaurant, gas station, motel nearby — tenderloins and beverages available. For information,
call Crandall Weaver (319) 393-9728.

May 23-26 - Southeastern (Georgia)  - First Southeastern Regional Sidecar Rally, May 23-26, 1991,
Pine Mountain Campground, Pine Mountain Georgia. Tons of fun, reg. fee only $6 over age 14.
For information, call Richard Renfroe (404) 957-9167; Eddie George (404) 498-0207; or Larry
Lehr (404) 928-2111.

May 24-27. Washington State Northwest Sidecar Pilots 14th Annual Invitational, at KOA Camp-
grounds in Yakima Washington, May 24-27. Very informal, much tire-kicking and many tall tales.
Sat. night cookout — bring your own meat. Wine tour ride. Church service Sunday morning. Great
spot for kids — the camping fee is your only cost. Call KOA at 509-248-5882 to verify. For more
information, call Dave & Barb Hammontree, 10910 S E 181st St., Renton, WA 98055 (206) 226-
1991.
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Classifieds
MC/SC FOR SALE
89 LEADING LINK with fender for GL 1200 &

89 WATSONIAN for same, less than 1000
miles - Herb Hudgins 4322 Dale Blvd., Dale
City VA, 22193 Ph. (703)670-9021

1982 1100 ENGINE and FRAME both excellent
2009 certified miles $1200 OBO Also, 1979
GL 1000 for sale. Vic Hari 815-265-4547

81 INTERSTATE 40 K LLINK & 81 MOTOR-
VATION ROADSTER ROYALE convertible
top, brakes, fuel, heater, Corbin seat, am/fm,
CB, Radar. Call "Swede' 503-286-4904

1965 BMW R27, 13,200 miles, all original
except muffler. California Commuter sidecar.
1923 Cleveland Single, Restored in 1980.
Runs Good. Louis Wille, 220 Market St.,
Momence, IL 60954, phone (815) 472-4864.

1981 INTERSTATE 1100, 41,500 miles with
VETTER SIDECAR and SHORELINE
TRAILER. Been in storage for last two years.
Asking $3500. Don Liston, (919) 670-2411

1988 MOTORVATION FORMULA II WITH
1987 HONDA GOLDWING for only $7800
or will sell sidecar for only $2600. ph (619)
249-4860 for additional Info on hack.

87 BMWK75, 11K, Dealer Ser, 20K tune-up
with FLEXIT sidecar. New, matched. Jack
Beasley, 485 W. Lake Road, Acme, PA. (412)
547-2124.

SIDECARS FOR SALE
1988 CALIFORNIA FRIENDSHIPII excellent

$2045 OBO, Les Leach, 1191 Alamos Dr.,
Thousand Oaks CA, 91362 ph. 805-495-1105

MOTORVATION SPORT BODY ready to mount
- windshield - seat - turn sig. tail It. wired.
Call or write for picture $500 OBO. Ed
Millray, 305 E. Navilla Pl. Apt. C, Covina CA
91723 ph. 818966-9672

1980 MOTORVATION SPYDER T100 good
condition, 5 gal. tank, disc brake, air suspen-
sion, tonneau, Brooklands screen, damper,
driving light, $900 call Ray, 213-693-2787

1986 HEDINGHAM XL, one of 5 in North
America, tonneau cover, driving lamp, black,
pinstriped & UNIT LEADING LINK FORK
for 1980-82 Honda Goldwing. $3000 U.S.
funds. Purchaser to arrange transport. No duty
on sidecars from Canada to USA. Bryce Lee,
1377 Eden Place, Burlington, Ontario L7S
1J9. (416)639-3021, leave message.

FOR SALE OR TRADE, 64 URAL new black
paint, ready for striping and assembly. Have
subframe for R90/6. Needs cover and shield.
$1500 or BMW of equal value. David
Engebretson, Anacortes, WA (206) 293-9601.

WANTED
VELOREX 562 SIDECAR COMPLETE with

hardware. Distance not important. Gary
Martin 4901 N. Wildwood Ave., Milwaukee,
WI, 53217 ph. 708-9162955

OTHER NOTICES
GIFTS AND COLLECTABLES. Sculptures,

steins, toys, cards, more! Color Catalog $1.00
MANX USA, Dept. M4, P.O.Box 6427, San
Mateo, CA 94403 415-343-8660

Sidecarist Classifieds are $4 for members and $5
for non-members for two issues. Please use
the form on the next page to order your ad.

Your ad
reaches

thousands of
sidecar

enthusiasts
all over the

world.
And it’s cheap.
So send it in.
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Bookshop
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